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Quantum entanglement has been known for over sixty years, however the full signi�cance

of it as a basic resource in quantum information theory is only being discovered. The

fundamental problem is that the decoherence e�ect due to the environment converts the

pure entangled states into a statistical mixture involving some residual noisy entangle-

ment. This leads to an entanglement theory including a scheme of distillation of noisy

entanglement within the quantum communication paradigm. This review provides a

systematic description of the main (qualitative) results concerning entanglement theory

in the context of the so called bound entanglement being a physical manifestation of

basic limits for entanglement processing and quantum communication.
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1. Introduction

Quantum entanglement has been known since 1935 when EPR 1 and Schr�odinger 2

investigated the counterintuitive properties of the quantum systems. The question of ex-

pected locality of the entangled quantum systems raised by EPR allowed Bell to discover

his famous inequalities serving as a test and demonstration of strange properties of the

simplest entangled wave function represented by a singlet state. Still one had to wait long

for the proposals of practical applications of quantum entanglement. Nowadays we have

such proposals which constitute two main branches of nonclassical information theory:

quantum communication and quantum computing. The �rst comprises quantum cryp-

tography 3, quantum dense coding 4 quantum teleportation 5, which developed into the

quantum channels theory. The second is based on quantum algorithms 6 (for review see

e. g. 7) which have been shown to work better than their classical counterparts. The

main obstacle against the physical realization of all those highly nonclassical and nontriv-

ial phenomena is their sensitivity against quantum noise. This leads to the development

of quantum error correction 8 and fault tolerant computing (see e. g. 7) on the quantum
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computing theory. This also lead to invention of distillation of noisy entanglement 9 within

the quantum communication paradigm. Distillation of quantum entanglement has been

introduced basically to allow for quantum teleportation in the presence of noise 9 and

soon afterwards it has been applied for quantum privacy ampli�cation 10 in context of a

cryptographic scheme with entangled states 3. So far theoretical development of quantum

distillation idea has not been complemented by the experiment due to technical diÆculties.

However quite recently the �rst experimental demonstration of single copy distillation has

been performed 11 and the experimentally feasible multicopy schemes has been proposed
12.

The aim of this present paper is to present an overview of that part of the quantum

information theory which concerns entanglement distillation together with its limits sym-

bolized by so called bound entanglement 13 which is still intensively investigated. The

present approach is qualitative. For a quantitative analysis a reader is referred to the

Ref.14. More extensive treating in the context of various aspect of quantum information

theory can be found for instance in Ref. 15.

2. Quantum entanglement

Quantum entanglement is a phenomenon which has no counterpart in classical physics.

We say that the wave function describing quantum system is entangled i� it cannot be

written as a product states of subsystems. The simplest example is 16 the singlet state of

two spin- 1
2
particles

 � =
1
p
2
(j0ij1i � j1ij0i) : (1)

It can be proved that  � 6= j ij�i for any j i, j�i describing subsystems and j0i, (j1i)
standing for \spin-up" (\spin-down") state. The \nonfactorisability" of any bipartite

pure state implies that its reduced density matrices are mixed. The above de�nition

is naturally generalized to the entanglement of multiparticle pure state. The latter (i)

represents entanglement i� is not product of n pure states (ii) represents generic m-particle

entanglement i� its any reduced density matrix is mixed. The well-known example of

satisfying not only (i) but also (ii) is represented by the three spin- 1
2
state j GHZi =

1p
2
(j0ij0ij0i � j1ij1ij1i) which is called GHZ state 17.

In subsequent section we shall provide a concise review of entanglement theory needed

for distillation. In what follows we shall mainly restrict to �nite-dimensional case. The

case of continuous variables will be described in separate section.

2.1. Quantum entanglement: bipartite case

We shall deal with states on product space HAB = HA 
HB . Any system described

by Hilbert space HAB we shall call n 
m system, where n and m are dimensions of the

spaces HA and HB respectively.

De�nition 1 .- 18 Let state % be a density matrix on HA
HB. One calls it separable
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i� it can be written as a convex combination :

%AB =

kX
i=1

pi%
i
A 
 %

i
B ; 0 � pi � 1;

kX
i=1

pi = 1: (2)

or can be approximated in trace norm by states of the above form. Otherwise the state is

called inseparable or entangled.

All separable states form in the set of states the proper subset S which is (i) closed (in

trace norm) z(ii) convex and (iii) closed under so called separable operations 19

�sep(�) =
X
i

Ai 
Bi� 
A
y
i 
B

y
i =Tr(Ai 
Bi� 
A

y
i 
B

y
i );

X
i

A
y
iAi 
B

y
iBi � I (3)

Remarks .- Recall that for hermitian operators Y � Z means that 0 � Y �X i. e.

the operator X � Y � Z is positive (see Remarks after Prop. 2, sect. 2.3).

For dimH <1 the above de�nition can be simpli�ed: % is separable i� it can be rep-

resented in the form (2) where the states f%iA; %
i
Bg can be taken to be pure and there exist

the decomposition with k � (dimHAB)
2. In general it is very hard to check separability

of given state. If, however, m
 n is pure then is separable i� its reduced density matrix

is pure. This follows from the Schmidt decomposition

j i =
KX
i=1

aijeiijfii; ai � 0; ai � ai+1 K = min[dimHA; dimHB ] (4)

which is always possible for some orthogonal bases fjeiig, fjfiig. It follows that pure state
is separable i� has only one of ai-s is nonzero i. e. a1 = 1.

De�nition 2.- Bipartite pure state is called maximally entangled i� the reduced density

matrices are P
K
, K = min[n;m] with K-dimensional projector P .

Remarks .- Maximal entanglement de�ned above corresponds to ai =
1p
K

for �rst K

coeÆcients in (4) with other coeÆcients vanishing. In symmetric d
d case the above holds
i� the reduced matrix is maximally mixed. All maximally entangled states are equivalent

up to product unitary transformation U1 
 U2 to the state

P+ = j +ih +j; j +i =
1
p
d

d�1X
i=0

jiijii: (5)

Both reduced density matrix of the pure states have the same spectrum and their von

Neumann entropy S(%A) = S(%B) represents a measure of entanglement of  which can

be extended to so called entanglement of formation 20.

2.2. Scalar separability criteria

The scalar separability criteria are represented as some bounds on values of scalar

functions of %. There is natural characterization of separable states in terms of mean

values of hermitian operators 21;22

zThe trace norm is de�ned as jjAjjTr � TrjAj.
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Proposition 1.- The state % is separable i� Tr(%W ) � 0 for all hermitian operators

W called entanglement witnesses (EW) such that (i) Tr(�W ) � 0 for all separable � (ii)

there exists some (entangled) % such that Tr(W%) < 0.

Remarks .- Any �xed entanglement witness W provides necessary condition for sep-

arability Tr(W%) � 0. The theory of EW-s has been developed recently 22;24;25;26.

Examples .- The �rst explicit example of operator with properties (i) and (ii) above

was provided in 18. This was \ip operator" V de�ned for d
d systems as V j�ij i = j ij�i
for all �;  2 Cd. It reveals entanglement of  � as Tr(V j �ih �j) = �1 < 0. Another very

important physically examples of EW-s come from Bell inequalities 23 (see also 27). They

follow from the general separability condition which is existence of Local Hidden Variable

(LHV) Model for general (sequential) local measurements 28 (for the case of single local

measurements see the pioneering paper 18). The possible equivalence of the model to

separability is open (see, however,29). For details of LHV model and Bell inequalities the

reader is referred to Ref. 30.

Another kind of scalar separability conditions are entropic inequalities:

S�(%AB) � S�(%X); X = A;B; � 2 f0g [ [1; 2] [ f1g (6)

satis�ed for �-entropies or quantum Renyi entropies S�(�) = 1
1�� ln[Tr(%

�)] with the

boundary cases S0(%) = � ln r(%) (r(%) is a rank of %), S1(%) = �Tr(% ln %), S1(%) =
�lnjj%jj (jj%jj = max feigenvalues of %g). The inequalities (6) for � = 0 31, � = 1; 2 32 and

� = 1 (33;21) is relatively easy to prove. General proof for � 2 [1; 2]34 requires operator

function properties.

2.3. Structural separability criteria

In general structural separability criterion is any separability condition which involves

more than scalar function of quantum state. Quantum entanglement theory is linked with

the theory of positive maps 36;37;38;35 by the following structural separability criteria 21:

Proposition 2.- State % de�ned on HA 
 HB is separable i� for all positive linear

maps � : B(HB)! B(HA) one has

[I
 �](%) � 0 (7)

Remarks .- In the above the positivity of � means that �(X) � 0 for any X �
0. Recall that one that X is positive (which is denoted by X � 0) i� h	jXj	i � 0

for any vector 	. This is equivalent to the requirement that X is hermitian operator

with nonnegative spectrum. There is one-to-one correspondence between dual separability

conditions in terms of EW-s (Prop. 1, sect. 2.2) and positive maps (Prop. 2 above). Any

EW W de�nes positive map �W via the isomorphism 36:

W = [I
 �
y
W ]( ~P+); ~P+ = dP+ (8)

where �
y
W is the map conjugated to �W and P+ stands for state (5) with d = dimHB .

The following structural criteria are particularly important:
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Positive Partial Transposition (PPT) Criterion .- This is �rst criterion applying pos-

itive map in context of separability. Namely we have 39

Proposition 3.-If state % is separable then the matrix TB(%) � %TB is positive. Here

the partial transposition map TB is de�ned via matrix elements hmjh�jXjnij�i = Xm�;n�

in a �xed product basis fjnij�ig as follows: [TB(X)]m�;n� � [XTB ]m�;n� = Xm�;n�. The

positive matrix X � 0 is called PPT i� XTB � 0. The PPT property is independent

on the choice of the product basis fjnij�ig de�ning XTB . For low dimensional the above

condition is also suÆcient 21:

Proposition 4.- For 2
2 and 2
3 systems % is separable if and only if %TB is positive.

Below we shall see that this is not however the case in general.

Range criterion .- Basing on analysis from Ref. 37 the necessary separability condition

in terms of range R(%) xof % was formulated 40:

Proposition 5 .- If the state % is separable then there exists set of product vectors

jeiijfii such that they span R(%) and their partial complex conjugates jeiijf�i i span R(%
TB ).

Remarks .- The above criterion is useless if the matrix has full rank. However, in

general it is independent on PPT one: some states violate the above criterion despite

satisfying the PPT one. Such counterexamples were �rst explicitly provided in Ref. 40,

though their prototypes existed in mathematical literature much earlier 38 (c.f.37;35). The

example is a 2 
 4 mixture %b of the projections corresponding to the following vectors

(with the corresponding eigenvalues): (i)  i =
1p
2
(j0iji�1i+ j1ijii), i = 1; 2; 3 (�i =

2b
7b+1

)

(ii)  4 = j0ij3i, (�4 = b
7b+1

) (iii)  5 � (
q

1+b
2
j1ij0i+

q
1�b
2
j1ij2i (�5 = 1

7b+1
) where fjiig

0 � i � m�1 is standard basis in Cn. Such %b is PPT but violates the range criterion for the

parameter 0 < b < 1 40. There are many examples of PPT entangled states see 41;42;43;44;45.

Among them there are very important ones using the concept of unextendible product base

(UPB) 41. Consider projector P on C3
C3 corresponding to the subspace spanned by set

SUPB � fj0i(j0i+j1i); (j0i+j1i)j2i; j2i(j1i+j2i)(j1i+j2i)j0i; (j0i�j1i+j2i)(j0i�j1i+j2i)g.
The latter is called UPB as there is no product vector orthogonal to any element of SUPB
41. Consequently the state %UPB = 1

4
(I � P )(which turns out to be PPT) violates range

criterion for it has no product vector in its range. The state is important in context of

irreversibility of entanglement manipulations due to bound entanglement (see sect. 7.1).

The systematic way to construct UPB sets and EW detecting the corresponding states

%UPB worked out in 42 and 22 respectively provides new tool in context of an open problem

of characterization of undecomposable positive maps 37. { In general 24 EW detecting

entanglement of PPT state provides via the isomorphism 36 such indecomposable map.

Quite recently following 22 the general formalism was developed 24;25 characterizing all

EW-s detecting PPT entangled states by some very special class of so called \edge states"
24, (c.f.46;47;48). The state Æ is \edge" PPT state if it is PPT and violates extremally the

range criterion (i. e. there is no jeijfi 2 R(%) such that jeijf�i 2 R(%TB )). In particular

xRange of X is de�ned as R(X) = f : 9�;  = X�g. In case of states (which are hermitian) range is
equal to support.
{The map is decomposable i� it is of the form �CP + T Æ �0

CP
for some completely positive �CP , �0

CP
.

The map �CP is completely positive i� I
 �CP is positive (i. e. maps positive matrices into positive
ones, see Remarks after the Prop. 2) for identity acting on arbitrary �nite dimensional system.
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both %b and %UPB have such edge property. The structure of any PPT entangled state

%PPT is as follows 24;25: %PPT = (1�p)%sep+pÆ for some separable %sep, edge PPT Æ and

optimal p > 0 (i. e. the smallest p allowing for such decomposition, c.f.48).

For the following classes PPT property is equivalent to separability:

A. Werner d
 d states 18 .- If P (�) = (I� V )=2 with identity I , and \ip" operation

V de�ned before then the d
 d state

W (p) = (1� p)
2

d2 + d
P (+) + p

2

d2 � d
P (�); 0 � p � 1 (9)

is invariant under any U 
U operation for unitary U . W (p) is separable , W (p) is PPT

, 0 � p � 1
2
.

B. Isotropic states 49 .- The U 
 U� invariant (for any unitary U) d
 d state

%F =
1� F
d2 � 1

I+
Fd2 � 1

d2 � 1
P+; 0 � F � 1 (10)

(with P+ de�ned by (5)) is separable , PPT , 0 � F � 1
d
. We have that F (%F ) = F

with the general parameter of similarity

F (%) � Tr(%P+): (11)

measuring similarity % to P+. One has 0 � F (%) � 1 and F (%) = 1 i� % = P+ .

C. \Low global rank class" .- One can consider the class 47 of all states which have

global rank r(%AB) � max[r(%A), r(%B)]. Here again PPT is equivalent to separability. If

r(%AB) = r(%A) = r(%B) then PPT property of %AB implies separability 47. If r(%AB) <

max[r(%A), r(%B)] (which corresponds to violation of 6 for � = 1) then PPT test is

violated, because reduction criterion (see below) is weaker than PPT one 49 but stronger

than S1 entropy one 31.

Reduction criterion .- Applying the Proposition 2 to the positive map �(�) = ITr(�)�
� (with respect to the subsystems A and B) the following criterion was been provided 49;50.

Proposition 6.- Any separable state % satis�es %A 
 I� % � 0, I
 %B � % � 0.

Remarks .- The above condition is independent on range criterion as the latter fails

for full rank states but is weaker than PPT one 49. However, as we shall see further, it is

important as its violation is suÆcient condition for distillability of mixed-state entangle-

ment. It also is stronger than all known entropic criteria (49;31;50;34).

Finally let us note that there is the structural criterion involving partial order structure
51 which is connected to general e�ects of state catalysis (for review see 52).

3. Separability - multiparticle case

The basic notions of separability from sect. 2.1 can be easily generalized. The separa-

bility de�nition becomes m-separability one (see e. g. 53) after the natural multi-product

modi�cation
Pk
i=1 pi%

i
1 
 %i2 !

Pk
i=1 pi%

i
1 
 ::: 
 %im in formula (2). In this case % is

de�ned on the m-particle Hilbert space H =
m


l=1
Hl. Again for �nite-dimensional case the

product states in the convex combination can be taken to be pure and k can be chosen
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to be not greater than dimH. Such de�ned set of m-separable states is (i) convex (ii)

closed with respect to trace norm and (iii) invariant under m-separable operations which

are immediate generalization of bipartite separable operations
P
iA

1
i 
 :::
A

n
i %(A

1
i 
 :::


Ani )
y=Tr(

P
iA

1
i 
 :::
A

n
i %(A

1
i 
 :::
A

n
i )
y).

The notion of EW generalizes immediately. The characterization in terms of linear

maps is formally similar but there is essential di�erence 54: the (7) must be satis�ed for

all linear �-s acting from B(H2 
 :::Hn) to B(H1) (still identity I acts on B(H1)) and

such that �(je2i:::jenihe2j:::henj) � 0 for all m� 1 particle product vectors je2i:::jeni. The
multiparticle form of isomorphism (8) still holds.

However in comparison to bipartite case there are complications even for pure states.

The generalization of Schmidt decomposition (i. e. the form
P
i aije

1
i i:::je

n
i i) is only

sometimes possible and those cases were characterized in 55;56. Among states admitting

such decomposition there are states which appear to be maximally entangled. Those are

product of unitary transformations U1 
 :::
Un of generalized m-particle d
 :::
 d state
called GHZ state 17

jGHZi(m)

d =
1
p
d
(j0ij0i:::j0i+ j1ij1i:::j1i+ jd� 1ijd� 1i:::jd� 1i) (12)

(we shall omit the indices d,m). The above states represent m-particle entanglement which

seems to be maximally entangled 57 and plays important role in multiparticle distillation

(see sect. 8). For 3-qubit case detailed investigations showed 58 that apart from jGHZi
there is another state

jW i =
1
p
3
(j0ij0ij1i+ j0ij1ij0i+ j1ij0ij0i) (13)

which is important in context of convertibility of multiparticle entanglement with help of

local operations and classical communication (see sect. 8).

In the context of multiparticle separability other de�nitions are possible:

De�nition .- The m-partite % is separable with respect to the partition fA1; :::; Akg
and Ai being disjoint subsets if the set of indices I = f1; :::;mg ([ki=1Ai = I) i� % =PN
i=1 pi%

i
1 
 :::
 %

i
k where %il is de�ned on tensor product of all elementary Hilbert spaces

corresponding to indices belonging to set Ai. The state is called semiseparable i� it is

separable with respect to all 1-to-(m-1) partitions: Ak = fkg, A?k = f1; :::; k � 1; k +

1; :::;mg, 1 � k � m. Below we shall single out some speci�c classes:

A. Examples of semiseparable states which are entangled .- The �rst example 42 was 2

2
2 state generated by UPB set de�ned as SShift = j0ij0ij0i; j+ij1ij�i; j1ij�ij+i; j�ij+ij1ig,
(with j�i = 1p

2
(j0i � j1i)). There is again no 3-separable pure state orthogonal to all el-

ements of SUPB and the construction analogous to bipartite case (sect. 2.3) takes place

resulting in curious entangled but semiseparable state %Shift. Another important class is

the set of U
U
U invariant d
d
d states which comprises semiseparable and 3-separable
cases in one 5-parameter family of states 59. Quite recently the general characterization

of three qubit density matrices has been provided 60.

B. m-qubit family characterized by bipartite splittings.- Note that states %Shift satisfy

PPT condition for all partitions but are still entangled (i. e. are not mixture of products
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of n states) However we shall recall special m-qubit family 61;62;63 where PPT condition

applied to bipartite splittings does characterize all separability properties. Consider the

state 61

%(m) =
X
a=�

�a0 j	
a
0ih	

a
0 j+

X
k 6=0

�k(j	+
k ih	

+
k j+ j	

�
k ih	

�
k j) (14)

where j	�k i =
1p
2
(jk1ijk2i:::jkm�1ij0i � jk1ijk2i:::jkm�1ij0i with ki = 0; 1, ki = ki � 1 �

(ki+1)mod2 and k being one of 2
m�1 real numbers de�ned by binary sequence k1; :::; km�1.

Let � = �+0 ��
�
0 � 0 and let bipartite splitting into two disjoint parts A(k) = f subset with

last (m-th) qubit g, B(k) = f subset without last qubit g be de�ned by binary sequence k

such that i-th qubit belongs to A(k) (and not to B(k)) i� in the sequence k1; :::; km�1 one

has ki = 0. Then (i) %(m) is separable with respect to partition fA(k), B(k)g (c.f.De�nition
1) , �k � �k=2 , %TB � 0 (ii) if %TB � 0 for all bipartite splittings corresponding to Pk
then %(m) is fully separable. The state is invariant with respect to the random operation �r
composed of sequence of the following n+ 1 operations (each performed with probability
1
2
): (i) simultaneous spin ip at all m locations (ii) �z applied to both l-th and m-th

particle (l runs from 1 to m� 1 (iii) random phase shift j0ii ! ei�l j0ii with
P
l �l = 2�.

4. Quantum communication and distant labs paradigm

Quantum teleportation 5 .- Suppose Alice and Bob stay in spatially separated labs

and share two particles in maximally entangled state P+. Then Alice can send Bob

the unknown state � of a given particle X� in the process called quantum teleportation,

without transfer of any quantum system form Alice to Bob. The teleportation protocol

consist of three steps: (i) on two particles (X� and one member of pair in state P+)

Alice performs jointly the measurement of some observable with maximally entangled

eigenvectors. (ii) Alice communicates Bob the outcome of her measurement, (iii) Bob

applies unitary operation, depending on the message he got, on his particle (former member

of P+). In the result the �nal state of Bob's particle is �.

It is very important that if two ancillas X, Y are entangled and instead of X� Alice

has access to, say ancilla X, then, because of linearity of quantum mechanics, she can

entangle the other ancilla (Y ) with Bob particle. This is achieved just by performing the

above protocol with particle X instead of X�. In such cases one says that Alice teleports

to Bob the member Y of entangled pair XY . The teleportation scheme was generalized

to shared the pair in arbitrary quantum state instead of P+
64 and to arbitrary LOCC

operations 65 (see below for de�nition of LOCC).

The paradigm .- Generally in quantum communication schemes (c.f. quantum cryptog-

raphy with Bell states 3) one deals with the paradigmatic situation similar to the above.

The observers Alice and Bob are separated in distant labs sharing, (as an �xed input re-

source) some number of entangled pairs and are allowed to perform local operations (LO)

on their particles (with possibly some ancillas) and use classical communication (CC) (to

inform each other about their operations, make common decision on next step of the ex-

periment depending on the results obtained so far etc.). Note that Alice and Bob can

sometimes decide either to discard (or, mathematically, trace out over subsystem) some
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portion of the pairs they share. They can also add locally some ancillas which corresponds

to embedding the Hilbert space of the system to a new larger one. Note that according

to the paradigm the states of the ancillas must be prepared locally which implies that

Alice ancillas can not be entangled with those of Bob. Summarizing, in the paradigm the

observers are allowed to apply LOCC operations de�ned above. In particular no transfer

of quantum system between the labs is allowed.

Probabilistic and deterministic LOCC schemes .- Any LOCC operation de�ned above

is some completely positive (CP) mapk�LOCC with, in general di�erent domain and

codomain. The dimension of LOCC codomain can have a probabilistic nature: start-

ing from the same input Alice and Bob can end up with various �nite number of particles

depending on results of some intermediate measurements performed in course of LOCC

action (called protocol). In practical analysis we shall be interested in average results of

LOCC actions in the sense that the latter are performed many times on the same input

and after that the corresponding mean value is calculated. However it has been proved

rigorously 66 that in case of entanglement distillation (which is the subject of this review)

one can restrict to so called deterministic protocols. This fact is important for quantitative

analysis of distillation process (see 14).

We shall call the CP map either quantum operation if we admit trace decrease, which

would corresponds to performing the map only with some probability, or superoperator if it

preserves the trace. The distant labs paradigm with the class of LOCC operations de�ned

above can be extended immediately to multiparticle case (with Alice, Bob, Charlie etc.).

It plays a fundamental role in quantum communication theory.

In bipartite case one de�nes the following classes of quantum operations

C1. LOCC operations with two-way classical communication (2-local operations) .-

Here classical communication in both directions (from Alice to Bob and vice versa) is

allowed. This class de�ned above has two subclasses well characterized:

C1a. LOCC operations with zero way classical communication (0-local operations).

No classical communication is allowed. The operations must be superoperators as other-

wise Bob could operate on member of pair Alice has already discarded. They can be

written as �LOCC(%) = [�A 
 �B ](%) for some local superoperators �A, �B .

C1b. LOCC with one-way classical communication (1-local operations). Alice can

only call to Bob��which leads to the form �LOCC(%) =
P
i Vi 
 I[I
�i](%)V

y
i 
 I for some

tracepreserving �i.

C2. Separable operations .- Those are operations de�ned before (see sect. 2.1).

C3. PPT operations .- Those are operations 72 � such that T2 Æ � Æ T2 is completely

positive. The simplest example of such operation is % ! % 
 %PPT i. e. adding some

PPT state. Those operations allowed to prove new bounds on entanglement of distillation
68;72;73. In particular there exists a nice characterization of maximal F obtainable with

help of PPT operations 73 (see also 74).

kThe most general action one can perform in the lab corresponds to some CP map. It is known 67 that is

always can be written as �CP (%) =
P

i
Vi%V

y

i
.

��It can be de�ned alternatively if only Bob is allowed to call to Alice.
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Remarks .- The above classes are closed under tensor product and composition. There

is an order C1a � C1b � C1 � C2 � C3 with all the inclusions strict. In particular there

is nontrivial nonequivalence C1 6= C2 75. Namely there are separable superoperators (i.

e tracepreserving operators) which can not be represented as LOCC ones. However any

separable superoperator can be performed with some �nite probability 76. The classes C1,

C2 immediately generalize to multiparticle case resulting in C1 class of m-particle LOCC

or (m-local operation) and C2 class of m-separable operation with the strict inclusion

C1 � C2. Below we shall provide several important examples of LOCC:

\Twirling" operations .- The random product unitary operations of the form (i) � !R
U 
 U��(U 
 U�)ydU (U 
 U� \twirling") or (ii) � !

R
U 
 U�(U 
 U)ydU (U 
 U

\twirling") are both 1-local superoperators 20: Alice picks up U randomly, performs it

and orders Bob to use U or U� respectively. By the above transformations any state

%AB is transformed to W (p) (case (i)) or %(p) (case (ii)) with operation invariants p =
2

d2�dTr(P
(�))� and F = Tr(%P+) preserved.

Local �ltering operation .- This is a 1-local probabilistic operation 77;84 of the form

� ! V 
I�V y
I=Tr(V 
I�V y). Alice performs the POVM fV1 = V; V2 =
p
I� V yV g. If

the event \one" (V1) occurs she orders to Bob to keep his particle otherwise the decide both

to discard their particles. The probability of success amounts to TrV yV 
 I�. If support

of V contains range of reduced density matrix � then the operation is probabilistically

reversible: with help of new \�lter" proportional to pseudoinverse V �1 of V Alice can get

the initial state � back.

m-local depolarization of qubits .- The sequence of n + 1 random operations 61 under

which state (14) is invariant form the m-local operation �r. Again any n-qubit state

% can be transformed into the form (14) with all parameters �ai being invariants as the

corresponding matrix elements of the state in basis fj	�k ig.
Entanglement monotones .- There is a class 81 (see 14 for review) of the quantifying

entanglement functions of a state which can not (on average) increase under separable su-

peroperators (class C2 of sect. 4). They are called entanglement monotones (EM). Among

them are fundamental entanglement measures - entanglement cost Ec
78 and distillable

entanglement D 20 as well as Schmidt rank (SR) rS de�ned for pure states as rank of

reduced density matrix (or - equivalently - number of nonzero ai-s in (4) which does not

increase even under general separable superoperators 79. The same holds for SR general-

ized to density matrices 80 as rS(%) = min( maxi[rS( i)]) where minimum is taken over

all decompositions % =
P
i pij iih ij. It turns out to be equivalent to one of entanglement

monotones of Ref. 81. It is easy to see that general separable superoperators can not

increase it.

SuÆcient condition for entanglement .- No m-separable operation can create m-particle

entanglement (because of invariance properties of the set of separable states, see previous

sections). Thus presence of entanglement after action of separable operation is suÆcient

condition for existence of entanglement before the action.

5. Towards general distillation scheme - improving entanglement of single copy
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We shall consider the possibility of improving entanglement of single copy of a state.

This includes, among others, the single-copy distillation i. e. LOCC conversion (with �nite

probability) of single copy of the state into the maximally entangled state. The pioneering

step was done in Ref. 82 where it was proven that of states W (p) which was shown to

satisfy all Bell inequalities become to violate Bell inequality after action of simple LOCC

action - bilocal projection of the state onto the four dimensional (isomorphic to C2 
 C2)
subspace of Cd 
 Cd. This e�ect was called the process of revealing \hidden nonlocality".

Next similar single copy e�ect was reported 77 for mixed 2
 2 state via �ltering method

(see previous section).

At the same time the latter was successfully applied for entanglement concentration

in case of arbitrary pure states 84 and idea of entanglement distillation 9 involving many

copies of given state was invented (see next section).

In the case of single copy of given entangled state one is interested in improving F (11)

or its generalization FGHZ for d
n case de�ned as FGHZ(%) = hGHZj%jGHZi) making it
as close to 1 as possible by means of LOCC operations.

There is a general statement 83;58;65

Proposition 7 .- The m-particle state % is LOCC convertible with nonzero probability

into state � i� � = A1
 :::
Am%A
y
1
 :::
A

y
m=Tr(A1
 :::
Am%A

y
1
 :::
A

y
m) for some

matrices Ai).

The above Proposition is immediate consequence of the fact that LOCC operation is

separable, the fact that % = %0 i� jj%� %0jj = 0 and the convexity of the norm.

Remarks .- The convertibility by means of operation � can be denoted by %
��!�.

The operation in Proposition 7 can be called multi�ltering operation as it consists of the

sequence of local �lters de�ned by V 
 I = Ai 
 I with operators Ai, I acting on i-th

particle and all other particles respectively. The action is probabilistically reversible if the

�ltering reversibility condition (see sect. 4) applies to all �lters Ai 
 I.

Pure states .- Any of entangled n 
m pure state  =
P
i;j aij jiijji of Schmidt rank

r = rS( ) (see previous section) can be 1-locally transformed with nonzero probability into

 0 = 1p
r

Pr
i=1 jiijii which is maximally entangled state with the same SR. As SR can not be

increased this gives maximal output parameter Fmax = F ( 0) = r=d, d = min[n;m]. Thus

only  -s with maximal SR can be 2-locally transformed into maximally entangled state

P+ (5) with d = min[n;m]. Here optimal F is achieved by the Procrustean method 84;77

namely the one applying �ltering operation V 0 
 I with V 0 =
p
X=jjXyXjj and X = A�1 

being a left pseudoinverse of the n�m A matrix with elements hijA jji =
p
daij . Note

that one has

j i = A 
 Ij +i: (15)

which means that for 2-particle �nite-dimensional case any pure state can be produced

by LOCC action from only one state  + which, in that sense, plays the role of\ maximal

element". Such property does not take place in general multiparticle case: for 3 qubits

there are two \generating" (in the above sense) states jGHZi, jW i and neither of them is

\maximal" as 58 any other state can be LOCC created only from one of them.

In particular jGHZi, jW i are 3-locally inconvertible to each other 58 and this follows
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from simple observation that any bipartite reductions of jGHZi have two product states

in their rank while in those of jW i only one product state is contained. Now because of

Proposition 7 jGHZi LOCC�! jW i implies jGHZiA
B
C�! jW i for local �ltering operations

de�ned by A, B, C matrices which must be nonsingular to preserve three particle entan-

glement. The corresponding (i) probabilistically convertible and (ii) preserves the number

of product states in ranges of reduced density matrices so jGHZi LOCC ! jW i is impossible.
For optimal conversion of 3-qubit single copy state into jGHZi see 85.

Mixed states .- Consider mixed d 
 d states. It is impossible to convert any of them

into P+ with �nite probability. Sometimes no separable superoperator can improve F (see
83 for 2 
 2 Werner states and 86 for more general case). On the other hand, sometimes

Alice can improve F even by 0-local (hence tracepreserving) action 87. There are quite

curious examples 65;88 (see also 89) of state (for instance pP+ + (1 � p)j0ij1ih1jh0j for
which it is possible to achieve F arbitrary close to 1 but with the probability p(F ) ! 0

as F ! 1. However this e�ect called quasidistillation always requires two-way classical

communication, not tracepreserving operation and singularity of input matrix 90. Still

there are matrices of small rank for which this is impossible (i. e. threshold for F attainable

by LOCC operations exists) and the example is 65

%FE = pP+ +
(1� p)

3
(j0ij1ih0jh1j+ j1ij2ih1jh2j+ j2ij0ih2jh0j) (16)

For asymmetric case n
m, n 6= m sometimes one can even achieve F = 1 with probability

one 90.

Experimental realisation .- Quite recently an experiment has been performed 11 in

which the entanglement of single copy was improved by means of Procrustean method
77;84 and the e�ect of revealing \hidden nonlocality" according to Ref. 77 was reported.

This is remarkable fact as it is the �rst time when entanglement distillation ideas (though

in single copy regime) has been con�rmed experimentally.

6. Entanglement distillation - bipartite case

Let Alice and Bob share a large number n of qubit pairs, each in the same mixed

noisy state %. Suppose that Alice needs to teleport some number of qubit states to Bob.

Then she needs 2 
 2 maximally entangled states  + (or any U1 
 U2 transformation of

it). There is a process called entanglement distillation 20;9: by means of LOCC operations

Alice and Bob can get less k(n) < n pairs which are almost in states  + (or in singlet states

(1), which is equivalent). Maximal rate k(n)=n in the limit of large n under condition of

convergence of output pairs to states  + is called entanglement of distillation and denoted

by D(%). This is always less than or equal to entanglement cost Ec(%)
78. The latter (see

14) is, in a sense, the quantity dual to D. It is de�ned as minimal asymptotic rate of

k0(n)=n where k0(n) is a number of input  + states needed to prepare n copies of % by

means of LOCC operations. Recently it has been shown 78 that Ec(%) = limnEf (%

n)=n

with entanglement of formation Ef (%) = min
P
i piS(%

i
A) where minimum is taken over

all possible decompositions % =
P
i pij iih ij and %

i
A = TrB(j iih ij).
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6.1. Distillation of qubit states

BBPSSW reccurence protocol .- The following reccurrence protocol 9 is still the most

transparent protocol of entanglement distillation. It works for 2 
 2 states with F > 1
2
.

Given %
n Alice and Bob perform U 
 U� twirling to get n copies of 2
 2 isotropic state

%F still with F > 1
2
. Then on each two pairs XOR operations

UXORjaijbi = jaij(b+ a)mod2i (17)

are locally performed by Alice and Bob. In (17) �rst (second) particle is called source

(target). During the last process they take as source (target) particles from the �rst

(second) of two pairs. This leads to many copies of four-qubit state symbolized by %0 =

(UXOR)Alice 
 (UXOR)Bob%F 
 %F (UXOR)
y
Alice 
 (UXOR)Bob)

y. Now for each of the four-

qubit group observers measure target qubits locally in basis j0i, j1i each, discard them

and communicate results of the measurements classically. If the results agree they keep

the remaining pair formed by source particles and \twirl" it, otherwise discard it too. The

process leads to some number of survived pairs with the new �delity

F 0(F ) =
F 2 + 1

9
(1� F )2

F 2 + 2
3
F (1� F ) + 5

9
(1� F )2

: (18)

Since the function F (F 0) is continuous, F 0(F ) > F for F > 1
2
and F 0(1) = 1, iterating

the procedure Alice and Bob can obtain state with arbitrarily high F . Of course, the

larger F is required the more pairs must be sacri�ced, and the less the probability p

of the success (going to zero in the limit F ! 1). However, if F is high enough to

ensure 1 � S > 0 (S � S1(%F ) stands here for von Neumann entropy) then there exists

a complicated so called hashing protocol 20, that gives asymptotically nonzero distillation

rate providing k = (1 � S)n > 0 maximally entangled pairs from any n pairs of %F with

required 1� S > 0. Thus for large numbers state with F > 1
2
Alice and Bob can start by

the recurrence method to obtain 1�S > 0, and then apply the hashing protocol providing

on average nonzero rate k=n = p
2l
(1 � S) > 0 where both numbers (i) the probability

p of getting 1 � S > 0, (ii) the number l of bilocal XOR protocol iteration achieving

1 � S > 0 will depend on initial F . All this means that any state with F > 1=2 has

nonzero entanglement of distillation and allows to recover maximal entanglement from

mixed input states within LOCC paradigm.

Basing on the above result another protocol was invented and applied to Quantum

Privacy Ampli�cation (QPA) 10 with analytic proof of convergence 91. The e�ectiveness

of both protocols (BBPSSW and QPA distillation part) in case of perfect and unperfect

Alice and Bob operations was also analyzed showing that the convergence and rate can

be signi�cantly improved 93 and that protocols with errors of order 1% are well tolerated
92. The experimental application is not easy because of diÆculty with implementation of

XOR gate. However recent attempts in this direction are promising 12.

6.2. All entangled two-qubit states are distillable
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Below we shall recall the proof that any two-qubit entanglement is always distillable 94.

Consider an arbitrary 2
 2 entangled state. As PPT criterion is necessary and suÆcient

for separability there exists j i such that

h j%TB j i < 0 : (19)

Using the identity (15) we rewrite that in the form Tr[(A
y
 
 I%A 
 I)TBP+] < 0. Form

TrATBB = TrABTB (valid for any A;B and the fact that PTB+ = 1
d
V (with \ip" operator

V ) we obtain Tr[(A
y
 
 I%A 
 I); V ] < 0. This implies that A

y
 
 I%A 
 I cannot be

equal to null operator and that we have the following state

~% =
A
y
 
 I%A 
 I

Tr(A
y
 
 I%A 
 I)

(20)

with Tr(~%V ) < 0. Then one has F (~%0) > 1
2
for new state ~%0 = �y 
 I~%�y 
 I where �y

is Pauli matrix. Thus by means of sequence of two 1-local �ltering operations A 
 I,

�y 
 I any entangled two qubit state can be transformed with nonzero probability q =

TrA 
 I%A
y
 
 I> 0 to the state with F > 1

2
. Performing this �ltering on each member

of supply %
n gives on average nq pairs with F > 1
2
. Combination of this with BBPSSW

protocol proves immediately the nonzero distillation rate k=n = q p
2l
(1�S) > 0. Hence we

have proved the important property 94

Proposition 8.-Any entangled two-qubit state is distillable.

The general 2-qubit distillation protocol 94 recalled above can be also shown to work

for any 2
 3 entangled state 33 or, in general, for any 2
 n state violating PPT criterion
46. Note that we assumed Alice and Bob know the initial state of the pairs. If they do

not know, they still can do the job sacrifying
p
n of pairs to estimate the state (see 95 for

generalization of BBPSSW protocol and 90 for general case).

Example .- The following example 15 illustrates the above scheme. The state % =

pj �ih �j+(1� p)j0ij0ih00j violates PPT criterion (and hence is entangled, see sect. 2.3)

i� p > 0. The negative eigenvalue of %TB is �� = 1
2

�
1� p�

p
(1� p)2 + p2

�
with the

eigenvector � = C(��j0ij0i � p
2
j1ij1i) where C = 1

�2
�

+p2=4
. The corresponding �lter

A� = Cdiag[��;�p2 ] leads to new state

~% =
1

N

2
664
�2�(1� p) 0 0 0

0 p3

8
p2

4
�� 0

0 p2

4
��

p
2
�2� 0

0 0 0 0

3
775 : (21)

where N = �2�(1 � p) + p2=8 + �2�p=2. Now h �j~%j �i = (p3=8 + �2p=2 � �p2=2)=N is

greater than 1=2 if only p > 0 and then the state ~% can be successfully subjected to the

BBPSSW reccurence protocol (see previous section).

Remarks .- Note that the protocol described in this section is the only one which is

known to be universal for two qubits i.e. which allows to distill entanglement from any
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entangled two-qubit state. The whole protocol (including BBPSSW stage) requires two

basic ingredients: (i) local �lters (ii) XOR gates. Remarkably the �rst of the latter has

been experimentally implemented quite recently 11 while the second has been proven to

be available in a probabilistic manner within the current linear optics technology 12) (in

particular see Ref. 76 where general theorems about possibility of probabilistic implemen-

tation of any quantum LOCC operation were �rst provided).

6.3. Distillation of higher dimensional systems

There was a natural question: when the given state % is distillable i. e. when maximal

entanglement can be distilled from % ? Basing on previous results the necessary and

suÆcient condition to distill nonzero amount of 2 
 2  + states (or any other n0 
 k0

maximally entangled states, see sect. 7.4) from any n
m state was derived:

Proposition 9.- A bipartite state % on HAB = HA
HB is distillable if and only if for

some two-dimensional projectors P;Q and for some number n, the \two-qubit-like"state

%0n(%) = P 
Q%
nP 
Q=Tr[P 
Q%
nP 
Q] is entangled.
Remarks .- (i) It is remarkable fact that state %0n is e�ectively two-qubit: it has

support in C2 
 C2 subspace of HA 
 HB due to character of P;Q. In this sense the

distillable entanglement is two-qubit entanglement. (ii) The property \%0n(%) entangled"

is called n-copy pseudo-distillability of % 96;97. It is not known whether one can relax the

conditions putting n = 1 (or n � n0 for some bound n0 depending on dimHA,dimHB) in
the above proposition. (iii) One can see that the latter is compatible with the fact 84 that

any pure state can be distilled. (iv) From the above it can be seen that the set of n
m
distillable states is closed 98.

Distillation and reduction criterion .- We have 49

Proposition 10 .- Any state violating reduction criterion is distillable. In particular

any entangled isotropic state is distillable.

This can be shown as follows 49: without loss of generality we can assume h j%A 

I� %j i < 0. Then applying A 
 I (15) one obtains state with F > 1

d
. Now, U 
 U�

twirling will convert it into isotropic state with the same F . Then both Alice and Bob

apply the projector P = j0ih0j + j1ih1j with j0i, j1i local basis elements corresponding
to the composition of two local �ltering operations P 
 I and I
 P ). This converts the
state with F > 1

d
into two-qubit isotropic state with F > 1

2
which can be distilled by

BBPSSW protocol. Applications of generalized XOR gates was presented in 49;99. There

is an interesting application of Proposition 10 to Gaussian states 100 (see sect. 9).

7. Bound entanglement - bipartite case

7.1. Bound entanglement phenomenon

One of the basic questions was \are all entangled states distillable ?". Surprisingly the

answer is \not". Indeed, one has 13 the following

Proposition 11.- Entanglement of n
m PPT state cannot be distilled.
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Now, as we know, many PPT entangled states exist (see sect. 2.3) providing explicit

examples of nondistillable entanglement.

Proof .- To prove the above result 13 we shall show that the set of PPT states is (i)

closed under LOCC operations 13 and (ii) satis�es F � 1
d
, d = min[n;m] 101;72. Then,

since (%
n)TB = (%TB )
n 39 we obtain the theorem. Now (i) follows easily from the

property (A
B%C 
D)TB = A
DT %TBC 
BT valid for any operators A;B;C;D and

the fact that any LOCC operation represent some separable operation which is completely

positive. To prove (ii) consider a PPT state % of a d
d system. We obtain F = Tr(%P+) =

Tr(%TBPTB+ ) = Tr(%TB 1
d
V ) with known hermitian \ip" operator V . Since % is PPT the

matrix %TB is a legitimate state. Then, as V has spectrum �1, the upper bound 1
d
on F

easily follows. For general n
m systems the proof easily generalizes. Now for any PPT

% the state %
n is PPT 39. Since any LOCC action keeps the PPT property (see (i)) then

application of (ii) for d = 2 implies impossibility of obtaining even single 2
 2 copy with

F > 1
2
hence PPT state % is not distillable.

Bound entanglement phenomenon .-We know already that there exist entangled states

with PPT property. From the above it follows that they contain nondistillable entangle-

ment called bound entanglement (BE) 13 which have D = 0. Similarly one calls distillable

states free entangled (FE).

Existence of BE is rather curious phenomenon. Recently, using the range properties

of %UPB (see sect. 2.3) it was proved 102 that the entanglement cost Ec(%UPB) is strictly

positive. This means that in asymptotic preparation of PPT entangled states %UPB the

entanglement is irreversibly lost: it can not be distilled back because of D(%UPB) = 0 (see

earlier analysis in 103;104). The BE has the interesting properties and its existence raised

new important questions concerning the possible nonadditivity of quantum resources 44,

the physical sense of PPT test etc. In particular there is a conjecture 69 that PPT BE

states satis�y all the Bell inequalities and it has already partially con�rmed 70;30. The

question of nonadditivity will be discussed subsequently (sects 7.2, 7.3 and 8.3).

7.2. Activation of bound entanglement and nonadditivity of quantum resources

Bound entanglement and teleportation .- It can be shown 65 that BE, if used alone is

useless for teleportation (this was proved �rst 105 for special family of PPT states from 40).

To prove that in general 65 suppose, to the contrary, that we could teleport any state with

quantum �delity f (i. e. strictly greater than the classical value 65 fcl =
2
d+1

) . Then it

can be checked that teleporting half of maximally entangled state would produce the new

state with F > 1
d
. But, because any teleportation scheme is an LOCC operation itself,

this means that we would be able 2-locally transform PPT state into the state with F > 1
2

which is an expected contradiction. Thus BE can not be useful for teleportation if used

alone. Remarkable that recently it has been shown that BE is also useless for quantum

dense coding 71. Surprisingly, as we shall see below, the bipartite BE can be helpful in

teleportation process in a subtle way. (c.f. sect. 8.3 for multiparticle case)

Single copy activation of bipartite bound entanglement .- Consider the state (16) %FE .

This state free entangled (FE) being single copy pseudodistillable with P = Q = j0ih0j+
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j1ih1j. However we know that there is threshold value F0 < 1 for F obtainable by LOCC.

Now the following state 44 �� = 2
7
j +ih +j + �

7
�+ + 5��

7
�� with �+ = j0ij1ih0jh1j +

j1ij2ih1jh2j + j2i0ih2jh0j), �� = V �+V is PPT entangled hence BE for any � 2 (3; 4]. It

can be shown that the protocol similar to BBPSSW with generalized XOR gate 49 results

in quasidistillation of %FE i. e. the threshold F0 vanishes and F arbitrary close to unity

can be achieved with �nite probability. This e�ect of vanishing threshold has been called

activation of bound entanglement in analogy to chemical processes.

The above single copy activation can be useful 44 in so called conclusive teleportation

i. e. probabilistic teleportation conditioned by the success of some previous operations. It

was shown that maximal value Fmax of (11) determines maximal teleportation �delity via

the state in any (hence conclusive) teleportation according to the formula fmax =
Fmaxd+1
d+1

.

Thus threshold F0 implies the unconditional threshold f0 in teleportation via %FE alone.

Now if instead of the latter Alice and Bob have large supply of BE states ��, then they

can obtain arbitrary good teleportation with nonzero probability which was impossible

without the supply.

Nonadditivity of quantum resources and the paradigm of entanglement enchanced op-

erations .- The activation e�ect above reveals nonadditivity of quantum resources within

the distant labs paradigm. Indeed single pair in the state %FE does not allow for arbitrary

good (conclusive) teleportation. Similarly, the latter is impossible for any supply of BE

states which is represented here by %
n� . Hovewer, the two resources jointly (represented

by joint state %FE
%
n� ) do allow to teleport (conclusively) arbitrary well. The activation

e�ect led to the conjectures about asymptotic nonadditivity of quantum resources 44: it

was conjectured that distillable entanglement D as well as capacities of quantum channel

are nonadditive. Those possible e�ects (with some restrictions 42;68) are strongly related

to the existence of so called NPT bound entanglement (see sects 7.3, 10). For multiparti-

cle case such interesting e�ects of both in single-copy and asymptotic regime have already

been proven (sect. 8.3).

Following the activation e�ect it was suggested 44 that it is interesting to consider new

class of operations: LOCC operations with a supply of BE states (LOCC+BE). This is an

element of wider paradigm of entanglement enchanced LOCC operations (c.f. 15). Within

this paradigm a beautiful e�ect of entanglement catalysis has been revealed (see 52 for

review) displaying again the nonadditivity of quantum resources.

7.3. Is there NPT bound entanglement?

All examples of bipartite BE which have been known so far correspond to PPT entan-

glement. It has turned out to be hard nut to crack to answer the question whether there

exist a state which is BE and does not have positive partial transpose (this is called NPT

property).

Remark .- In 2 
 n NPT property is equivalent to distillability so that there are no

NPT BE states of 2
n type 97. It is also known that no rank two BE exists 31 and it can

be concluded that if rank three BE exists it must be NPT 47. In 49 it was pointed out that

the following statements are equivalent: (i) Any NPT state is distillable (ii) Any entangled
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Werner state (eq. 9) is distillable. This signi�cantly reduces the problem. Recently it has

been proved 96;97 that some NPT Werner states are not single copy pseudodistillable.

Moreover it has been also shown 96 that the distillability of the states is at least very hard

if number of state copies increases and local minimum argument for nondistillability of

two copies case has been provided 107. However there is still no a full proof of existence

of NPT BE. The problem corresponds to the following conjecture 96;97:

Conjecture .- The Werner states for p 2 ( 1
2
;
3(d�1)
2(2d�1) ) (which are entangled and NPT)

are not distillable.

Recently it has been proved 108 that if the above were true it would have a highly

nontrivial and far-reaching implications: nonadditivity and nonconvexity of D. Namely it

was shown that D(W (p�)
 %Pent) > 0 for some values of p� from the interval ( 1
2
;
3(d�1)
2(2d�1) )

and BE PPT state denoted by %Pent. Since D(%Pent) = 0 this implies immediately that

from the validity of the conjecture (D(W (p�)) = 0) follows nonadditivity of distillable

entanglement D (which was conjectured in (44)). Similarly it was shown 108 that D would

not be convex. The idea of the proof is to take 2n copies of biased mixtures of two BE

composed states W (p�) 
 j0ih0j, %Pent 
 j1ih1j where the ancilla is on the Alice side.

After Alice measurement both Alice and Bob can produce n copies of %Pent 
 W (p�)

which concludes the proof. The third important implication of the above Conjecture is

nonadditivity of quantum channels capacities (see sect. 10).

Quite recently the result of the paper 108 was signi�cantly extended . Namely fol-

lowing the characterization of the PPT superoperators 73 it was shown 74 that any NPT

entanglement can be distilled with help of PPT operations. But this is not conclusive for

the conjecture: there are PPT operations which are not LOCC. For instance adding PPT

entangled state is not LOCC because no entanglement can be created by means of LOCC

operations). For restrictions on distillation with help of PPT operators see 42;68.

7.4. Reversibility question, entanglement concentration and thermodynamical

analogies

Entanglement concentration and reversibility question .- It has been shown 84 that for

bipartite pure states entanglement of distillation equal to entanglement of formation i

.e. that D(j i) = Ef (j i). The corresponding distillation protocol called entanglement

concentration can be done in 0-local way. This means, following the recent result 78 about

entanglement cost Ec = limn
Ef (%

n)

n
that for pure states asymptotic manipulation of pure

entanglement is fully reversible i. e. D = Ec. Some of mixed states posses such property

too. Those are so called mixtures of locally orthogonal pure statesyy. The equality D = Ef
for such states was pointed out in Ref. 109. The nontrivial examples of the states can

be found in (110). Here the reversibility holds because the pure members of the mixture

are locally distinguishable and after distinguishing them one can distill them reversibly.

For mixed states it has been conjectured for a long time that D < Ec and this property

(representing irreversibility of asymptotic entanglement manipulations) has been proven

yyTwo states are locally orthogonal 109 if supports of reduced density matrices on at least one of sides are
disjoint.
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recently in Ref. 102 as explained before in sect. 7.1 (c.f. sect. 8.3 for multiparticle systems).

In Ref. 110 it was shown that, for a class of ensembles fpi; %ig, in the process of mixing

the amount of information lost is no less than the loss of distillable entanglement D, and

it was conjectured to hold in general. The loss of information is quanti�ed by average

increase of entropy, so the conjecture takes the form

X
i

piD(%i)�D(%) � S(%)�
X
i

piS(%i): (22)

This will be discussed subsequently in sect. 10.

Thermodynamical analogies .- Possible irreversibility of the entanglement distillation

process has been pointed out �rst in Refs 20;84. Further the analogy between distillation-

formation of pure entangled states and Carnot cycle as well as extensivity of entanglement

was pointed out 111. In particular the counterpart of second principle of thermodynamics

has been proposed: \Entanglement cannot increase under local quantum operations and

classical communication". Detailed analysis of the principle resulted in some (although

not complete) analogy between eÆciency of distillation and eÆciency of Carnot cycle 103.

In Refs 112;109 entanglement-energy analogy has been developed. In particular it was

argued that sending of (entangled or not) qubits corresponds to di�erent types of work
109. The conservation of information in closed quantum systems has been postulated as

analogous to the �rst principle of thermodynamics: Entanglement of compound system

does not change under unitary processes on one of the subsystems 112.

Recently basing on the analogies between (i) entanglement and energy, as well as (ii)

the work and the process of sending qubits it has been shown that the information in

bipartite systems satisfying distant labs paradigm is conserved 113.

8. Distillation and bound entanglement in multiparticle case

8.1. General properties and protocols

As in bipartite case the aim is to distill nonzero amount k=n of maximally entangled

pairs of m-particle states. The role of maximally entangled states appears to be played by

jGHZi state (which has already been particularly well justi�ed for multiqubit case see 57).

In particular it allows to create d 
 d maximally entangled  + state between �xed party

and any m�1 parties with certainty. This is achieved by LOCC action involving sequence

of m� 2 measurements each in basis fj0i:::; jd� 1ig rotated by Hadamard transform (see

e. g. 15). One has the following 114;61;62;63):

Observation 1.- From given m-particle state % it is possible to distill jGHZi i� it is

possible to distill nonzero amount of maximally entangled states P+ between each of m� 1
pairs connecting one particle with all m� 1 ones.

Here the \if" part of the proof is trivial because of property of jGHZi mentioned
above. The converse follows from the fact that given  + among any of two parties one

can product GHZ state in one location and then distribute its m � 1 parts among the

remaining locations with help of teleportation via the corresponding  +-s (see discussion
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in sect. 4). The above Observation states that both sets: (i) one member set formed by

GHZ state (ii) the set of mentioned m � 1 parts of  + are entanglement generating sets

(EGS). For qubits it was shown 115 that the role of jGHZi can play an arbitrary pure

state which has mixed reduced density matrices over all partitions (c. f. de�nitions of

multiparticle separability). Note that bipartite entanglement is convertible into 2
 2  +
states (see sect. 7.4) for which hashing method providing nonzero distillation rate exists

(see sect. 6.1).

The condition about m � 1 copies of  + from the Observation 1 easily implies that

the possibility of distillation of m-particle entanglement is equivalent to possibility of

probabilistic LOCC creation of the m-particle state arbitrary close to jGHZi state (or its
equivalence in sense of EGS). In what follows we shall briey recall some of the multipar-

ticle distillation protocols that have been invented so far. According to discussion above

we can focus on the possibility of making FGHZ(%) = h GHZ j%j GHZi arbitrary close to

unity with help of LOCC.

In the �rst 114, applied to the generalization of isotropic state

%x = xj GHZih GHZ j+ (1� x)
I

2n
; 0 � x � 1; (23)

some indirect (via m� 1 bipartite distillation protocols) and direct (keeping multiparticle

entanglement at each step) methods were compared. It turned out that for �xed m the

second protocol worked for larger range of parameters.

Analogs of entanglement of distillation and protocols in m-particle case .- As we shall

see in sect. 8.2 there is no uniquely de�ned distillable entanglement in multiparticle case.

Subsequently we shall only use the following notions. For the m-particle system in state %

the  -entanglement of distillation Ds
 (%) with respect to the s-particle subsystem ~A and

is called maximal rate of s-particle state  which can distilled from the subsystem ~A. If

we only know that such system exists then we simply say that Ds
 (%) > 0. We can also

write Ds
jGHZi � D

s. The Observation 1 implies that if Ds(%) = 0 for all subsystems with

s � 2 then no pure entanglement can be distilled which one can denote traditionally by

D(%) = 0.

From the Observation 1 one also has Dk > 0 ) Dk0 > 0 for all k0 � k. But Dk0 > 0

does not imply Dk > 0 with k > k0. For example 3-qubit state j �iAB j0iC has D2 > 0

but D3 = 0 because of separability with respect to the biparticle partition f(AB); Cg and
the fact that LOCC operation can not create entanglement between the subsystems (AB)

and C. In Ref. 61 various distillability properties of the states (14) were provided. In

particular we have 62:

Proposition 12 .- The state (14) has Ds > 0 with respect to subsystem ~A i� it gener-

ates NPT state with respect to any bipartite partition such that the members of subsystem
~A are not at the same side.

The corresponding distillation protocol is not direct - it relies on ampli�cation of bipar-

tite parameter F for given pair of subsystems from ~A, but works for 3-particle states (23)

in larger range of the parameter x then other protocols. Finally, the 3-particle protocol

basing on Procrustean method 84 (c.f. 77) was invented 116 resulting in fast convergence
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of FGHZ to unity.

8.2. Asymptotic nonequivalence of pure multiparticle entanglement

There is a fundamental di�erence 115;117 on the level of multiparticle pure state entan-

glement if compared with bipartite case. For the latter minimal reversible entanglement

generating set (MREGS) 115 consists of one element  + (or its equivalence 2-qubit state

 �). This is because Ec = D which implies that any pure entanglement can be asymp-

totically reversibly converted into  + states of 2 
 2 type. For tripartite case it is not

the case. For example the expected asymptotic equivalence 2nj GHZ � 3nj �i (with
each trio of j �i-s located to connect all three parties) is not the case 117. For extensive

analysis see 115;117. It should be noted that for nonasymptotic regime we already have two

nonequivalent classes of pure states (see sect. 5).

The basic consequence of the fact that MREGS has more then one element is that in

general distillable entanglement can no longer be a number like in bipartite case. It must

be rather a (in general nonuniquely de�ned) vector 115 constituted by distillation rates

fD 1 , D 2 ; :::g (c.f. sect. 8.1) of several elements f 1;  2; :::g of MRGES.

8.3. Multiparticle bound entanglement and associated e�ects

Semiseparable states .- Immediate example of multiparticle bound entangled (BE)

states is %Schift (see sect. 3) which is semiseparable but not separable 41. They do not

allow for distillation of any pure entanglement. Indeed suppose that it is possible to distill

pure entanglement between Alice and Bob A�B (suppose we have three parties Alice, Bob

and Charlie) then it would be, in particular, entanglement symbolized by A� (BC) i. e.

the one between Alice and two other parties treated as one system. But semiseparability

implies separability with respect to the partition A � (BC). Thus no LOCC can create

entanglement between A and (BC) which is an expected contradiction. Suppose that it

is possible to distill any m-particle pure state entanglement. Then by the very de�nition

we would have violation of PPT criterion with respect to all partial transpositions. This

is again impossible because of semiseparability.

Below we shall describe three e�ects of the nonadditivity of quantum resources due to

the existence of bound entanglement in the multiparticle case.

Three qubit asymmetric states and asymptotic activation .- There is another kind of

tripartite bound entanglement with the corresponding BE activation e�ect 61 (c.f. BE

activation for single copy case in sect. 7.2). This is due to the state %asym being an

example of special 3-qubit state (14) parameters adjusted so that %TAasym � 0, %TBasym � 0,

but %TCasym is not positive. Let us recall that any m-particle FE can be distilled to the

corresponding GHZ state 58. From that one can show that no pure entanglement can be

distilled from %asym unless one admits some kind of interaction between A and B. But the

latter can be achieved by using some supply of pure states j +iAB j0iC . Indeed, then one

can teleport part of %asym form B to A (or vice versa) producing 2
 4 NPT entanglement

between A and C (or B and C) sites. But NPT 2 
 N state can be easily shown to be

distillable 46. So we can produce m� 1 = 3 � 1 = 2 maximally entangled states which is
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equivalent to distillability of GHZ state (see sect. 8.1).

The above analysis performed in Ref. 61 has provided an example of asymptotic ac-

tivation (c.f. single copy activation in sect. 7.2). To write this more formally we use the

notation of sect. 8.1. One has D(%asym) = 0 and D2(�) > 0 but D3(�) = 0. However

D3(%asym 
 �) > 0 so 3-particle BE was activated by biparticle FE contained in �.

Unlockable state and superactivation of BE.- Third interesting example of multiparticle

BE entanglement in literature was provided in 118. Namely there exist \unlockable " 4-

qubit state: %unloc =
1
4

P4

i=1 j�iih�ij 
 j�iih�ij where fj�iig stands for four Bell states
f 1p

2
(j0ij0i � j1ij1i); 1p

2
(j0ij1i � j1ij0ig. This state can be shown to be BE 118 but has

\unlockability" property - it becomes FE if only join operation for any two out of four

qubits is allowed (note that the same property but with respect to distinguished pair of

qubits has state %asym discussed above).

Using the state %unloc the following e�ect called superactivation of BE has been discov-

ered in Ref. 119 which reveals strong nonadditivity of entanglement of distillation for multi-

particle case. Consider 5-particle state %ABCDE � �A
%BCDEunloc and all four states obtained

form it via cyclic permutation of the systems i. e. %EABCD, %DEABC , %CDEAB ,%BCDEA.

Any of those states is still BE. But it can be shown that from MABCDE
symm � %ABCDE 


%EABCD 
 %DEABC 
 %CDEAB 
 %BCDEA maximally entangled state P+ between any

two of the parties can be created. Thus, following the Observation 1 (sect. 8.1) one has

D5(MABCDE
symm ) > 0. This is most striking violation of additivity as each summand has

D = 0 but the result of summing provides D > 0. This is the reason why this e�ect

was called superactivation. Note that here asymptotic regime (in a sense of number of

iterations 44 or number of particles 61) is unnecessary - any four copies of MABCDE
symm give

maximally entangled 5-particle state with probability one.

Quantum information concentrated remotely with help of BE .- This nice e�ect reported

in 120 uses BE of %unloc
118 to concentrate quantum information of one qubit spread over

three spatially separated locations. Suppose Alice, Bob and Charlie share 3-particle state

 ABC(�) being an output of quantum cloning machine (see in this context 121). The

initial information about cloned qubit � is delocalised and they can not concentrate it

back with help of LOCC. But the situation changes when each of them has in addition

one particle of the 4-particle system in state %unloc with remaining fourth particle handed

to another party (David). Then by means of simple LOCC action Alice, Bob, Charlie can

\concentrate" the state � back remotely at David site.

9. Aspects of separability and distillation for continuous variables

Separability and distillability - concepts.- One has to deal with continuous variables

(CV) if the dimension of the Hilbert space is in�nite. The CV attracted increasing atten-

tion recently. There were many interesting analysis concerning experimental aspects of CV

for pure states 122. We shall focus on quantum properties of mixed states which are closer

to distillation domain. It is known that in case of CV there are qualitative changes in

comparison with �nite dimensional case. For example volume of separable states becomes

zero 123. There is a problem what kind of CV entanglement should be treat as generic in
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case of mixtures. One possibility 45 is to require that arbitrary �nite dimensional density

matrix of arbitrary Schmidt rank can be created by means of LOCC from %. This is rea-

sonable requirement as it excludes possibility of the states of type ~� =
1
�
n=1

pn�n with �n

of �xed Schmidt rank (SR). On the other hand the requirement allow SR of �n in ~� above

to be still �nite but converging to in�nity which can happen only in case of CV being

then \generic" in some sense. The stronger de�nition 124 would impose in�nite SR on at

least one pure state  i0 in any decomposition of the state % =
P
i j iih ij. Concerning

distillability there are two natural possibilities (i) to require 100 possibility of quasidistil-

lation (i.e. distillation in single copy sense) of pure state with arbitrary large �nite SR

(ii) to require the same for in�nite SR. We shall focus on (i) as it was analyzed in present

literature. For bipartite states again as in the �nite-dimensional case the PPT property is

necessary condition for separability and implies nondistillability of the state (see 45).

Bound entanglement and CV.- There exist some PPT entangled states hence one has

bound entanglement in CV case 45. The following example was built 45 basing on ele-

ments of matrices structure from Ref. 38: consider the pure state j i =
P1
n=1 anjnijni

with jj jj2 =
P1
n=1 a

2
n = q < 1, and the family of states j mni = cmanjnijmi +

(cm)
�1amjmijni n = 1; 2; :::;m > n; 0 < cn+1 < cn < 1: The

P1
n=1

P1
m>n jj mnjj

2 can be

made �nite by setting, for instance, an = an, cn = cn for some 0 < a < c < 1. Then it

can be shown 45 that the following state

% =
1

A
(j ih j+

1X
n=1

1X
m>n

j mnih mnj); (24)

is PPT entangled and hence bound entangled. The state can be, in principle, realized ex-

perimentally 45. More elegant BE states for CV were obtained on the ground on Gaussian

states theory (see below). There is a conjecture that the volume of BE states is also zero

for CV case 124. There is also strong evidence that for PPT states either the state or its

partial transpose has very small SR (as it holds for �nite-dimensional systems) 124.

Gaussian states and separability/distillability problem.- The separability of well de�ned

family of Gaussian states was considered. The states describe k distinguishable quantum

systems (\modes") de�ned by in�nite-dimensional Hilbert space L2(R) each. In the case

of bipartite so called n �m systems the �rst n modes are on Alice side, and the rest m

on Bob one. Gaussian states are completely characterized by their characteristic function

�(x) = exp(� 1
4
xT x�idTx) with x = (p; q); p; q 2 Rm+n,the 2(m+n)�2(m+n) covariance

matrix  and mean (or displacement) d of the matrix. The displacement d can be make

zero by unitary transformations applied to individual modes (those unitaries can be made

within current technology). The symplectic matrix J = JA � JB with JA = �mi=1Ji,

JA = �ni=1Ji, with one mode symplectic matrices Ji =

�
0 �1
1 0

�
. The necessary and

suÆcient condition for positivity of state is  + iJ � 0. PPT condition (with respect to

Alice side) is equivalent to  + i ~J � 0 with ~J = �JA � JB . Several results have been

proved recently. One of them is 127

Proposition 13.- Bipartite Gaussian state with variance  is separable i�  � A�B
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for some Gaussian variances A, B of Alice and Bob modes respectively.

This implies the following property (see 126;125 for 1� 1 and127 for general case):

Proposition 14.- For 1�n Gaussian states PPT is necessary and suÆcient condition

of separability.

It is not true in general: using the Proposition 13 the PPT entangled (hence bound

entangled) 2� 2 Gaussian was provided 127 de�ned by the covariance

 =

0
BBBBBBBBBB@

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 �1
0 0 2 0 0 0 �1 0

0 0 0 1 0 �1 0 0

1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 �1 0 4 0 0

0 0 �1 0 0 0 2 0

0 �1 0 0 0 0 0 4

1
CCCCCCCCCCA
: (25)

which was obtained applying to variances the technique similar to that from 48. Then

Proposition 13 was generalized to 3-partite case and for 3-mode 1 � 1 � 1 Gaussians the

separability has been fully including semiseparable states characterized 128. The distilla-

bility properties of Gaussians has been investigated 100 showing, in particular, distillability

for any entanglement of 1 � N case and nonexistence NPT BE for general n � m case.

Remarkable that the latter property makes Gaussians similar to 2
N spin systems. For

distillability proofs of Gaussians the reduction criterion 49 was used in a form generalized

to CV case.

There were interesting distillation schemes for CV states 129;130. For interesting aspect

of other quantum CV states in context of entanglement distillation see Refs. 131;132.

However practical distillation protocol remains in this context still open question.

10. Entanglement distillation and quantum channels theory

Quantum states and quantum channels .- There is a connection between quantum states

and quantum channels 133 which was developed in context of distillation and quantum error

correcting codes in seminal Ref. 20. The simplest physical case is just the teleportation via

bipartite state % (see sect. 4) as there the shared particles serves just as quantum channel T%
for sending unknown state � (or entangle Bob with some other ancilla). In general quantum

channel 20 � is a tracepreserving completely positive map (superoperator) with its usual

origin in environment. There is the notion of quantum channel capacity QC = QC(�)
20. This is the maximal possible rate k=n such that k qubits states (or their equivalents

embedded in higher Hilbert space) can be reliably sent to Bob down the new channel �
n

(composed of n copies of the original channel) with help of classical resource C. Here

C =$; ;!; � corresponding to two-way, one way forward, one-way backward and zero-

way classical communication from Alice to Bob. One of basic results is that Q0 = Q!
134;20 while any protocol corresponding to Q0 represents some error correcting code.

The quantity QC resembles the entanglement of distillation D in bipartite case. In

fact one can immediately classify entanglement of distillation D as DC . Now if we de�ne
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isomorphism between subset of bipartite states and quantum channels: %(�) = [I
�](P+)
(see 15). Note that the left reduced density matrix of %(�) is maximally chaotic. There is

a basic inequality 20 DC(%(�)) � QC(�). Similarly, it T% stands for the channel obtained
by teleportation via % then QC(T%) � DC(%).

An important example is quantum depolarizing channel ~� acting on d-level systems:

%! ~�(%) = p%+(1�p)I
d
. The corresponding state is %(~�) = %F with F = [p(d2�1)+1]=d2.

For this channel one has 20;65 T%(~�) = ~�.

Quantum distillation as counterfactual error correction.- In the above context quantum

distillation can be interpreted as counterfactual error correction 15. The original direct

error correction 8;20;134 is achieved by coding: the input k qubits of information is encoded

into a larger number of n qubits. Such a package is sent via the noisy channel. Now error

correction via entanglement distillation works as follows 20. Suppose we deal with qubit

channels (like depolarizing one) then Alice (the sender) instead of the qubits, sends to

Bob members of entangled pairs (in state  �), keeping another member of each pair. If

the channel is memoryless then, turning any state into mixture, it produces the global

state %
n. Finally Alice and Bob distill the pairs (with resource C) and after that Alice

can teleport quantum states via distilled pairs. This idea was fruitfully applied on the

ground of quantum photonic channels 135 and so called quantum repeaters 136 allowing

for quantum communication over long distances.

In all the e�ects the error correction process can be called counterfactual 15 as errors

are corrected (in distillation) before the message via teleportation is send .

Towards quantum noisy coding theorem - distillation approach .- The above paradigm

was applied fruitfully to achieve uni�ed upper bounds on quantum capacities 137 worked

earlier in 134 for special case. Namely

QC � IC (26)

where IC is maximal asymptotic rate of coherent information I(%) = max[0; S(%B) �
S(%AB)] obtained via optimizing over the process of sending states down �
n and increas-

ing I with help of resource C. In this context the possibility of following conjecture

I(%) � D!(%) (27)

called hashing inequality was considered 137. If it held then one would have equality in (26)
137. The quantityD! is very diÆcult to calculate. Quite recently it has been calculated for

some special states 72. It is worth to note that one could change the criterion requiring (27)

to hold only for some tensor products �
k de�ned by arbitrary � with some k depending

on �. Such modi�ed form would still imply the equality in (26). Another interesting

implication following from the above conjecture is that it implies inequality (22) for pure

state ensembles i. e. for %i pure
137.

Binding entanglement channels and NPT BE conjecture.- It was shown 138;42 that any

BE state %BE represents some binding entanglement (BE) channel i. e. such a channel

such that no free entanglement can come out of it, but sometimes it transforms FE into

BE instead of destroying it completely. Physically it can be achieved in an elegant way by
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performing the quantum teleportation of half of maximally entangled system via %BE
42.

Mathematically one can construct another BE channel �BE knowing that it is uniquely

determined by the following relation 138:

[I
 �BE ](P+) =

q
%�11 
 I%BE

q
%�11 
 I (28)

where %�1 is a pseudoinverse of the partial trace %1 of the state %BE . Any BE channel

has all quantum capacities zero: Q$ = Q! = Q� = Q = 0 138. Note that applying (28)

mutatis mutandis one can derive some quantum channel for arbitrary quantum state 15.

Now recall that it was shown (see sect. 7.3) that if NPT BE of some Wener states

existed then D$ is nonadditive. This result has an important implication on quantum

channels theory: basing on it one can show 90 that the nonadditivity of quantum capacity

Q$ (conjectured 44;138) follows from the conjecture about NPT bound entanglement of

some Werner states.

Quantum privacy ampli�cation (QPA).- The idea of distillation was applied to quan-

tum privacy ampli�cation (QPA). Suppose Alice and Bob share entangled pairs and want

to produce quantum cryptographic key with help of local measurements like in 3. In some

cases eavesdropper (Eve) could get entangled with the particles getting then some infor-

mation about the produced key in this way. However subjecting the pairs to a distillation

protocol before production of the key leads to disentanglement of Eve ancilla from the Al-

ice and Bob pair. So �nally Eve has no access to results of further Alice and Bob actions.

This nice e�ect was further shown to work unconditionally in case of unperfect Alice and

Bob operations 139 (c.f.140).

Question of existence of bound information .- Recently 141 the classical probability

distributions coming from BE states were carefully analyzed from the informational point

of view. An interesting question about existence \bound information" with subtle kind of

correlations expected was raised.

11. Concluding remarks

Distant labs paradigm with LOCC class of operations allowed to invent new quantum

e�ects like teleportation or quantum cryptography with Bell theorem. However the original

e�ects were based on pure maximal entanglement. The idea of entanglement distillation

is a successful method to make the e�ects possible in the presence of noise: in many

cases given noisy entangled states one can distill an amount of maximal entanglement and

then proceed with e�ects. The example of enormous power of entanglement distillation in

quantum information theory is unconditional security of QPA cryptographic scheme.

The entanglement which is distillable has (in the case of discrete variable systems)

2-qubit character: any 2-qubit entanglement is distillable and any distillable entanglement

of n 
 m has the 2-qubit form in the well de�ned sense i. e. via possibility of local

projection of some number of copies onto 2-qubit entangled state. Moreover for n 
 m
biparticle n � m > 6 and for all multiparticle cases there exist nondistillable or bound

entanglement. The latter involves a genuine irreversibility in asymptotic manipulations of

entanglement. Its existence resulted in conjectures about nonadditivity of entanglement
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distillation and capacities of quantum channels. Bipartite bound entanglement is useless

for teleportation if it is the only resource. However if in addition FE is available BE

leads to subtle nonadditivity e�ect - activation of BE on single copy - which can be

applied in case of so called conclusive teleportation. In this way existence BE resulted in

nonadditivity of quantum resources in distant labs regime. This have led to the paradigm of

entanglement enhanced LOCC operations. Any bound entanglement known so far satis�es

PPT separability test. But there is well justi�ed conjecture that NPT bound entanglement

exists and it was shown that this would imply expected nonadditivites together with

nonconvexity of distillable entanglement.

There is a general signi�cant connection of bipartite entanglement distillation theory

and quantum channels theory. In particular distillation can serve as counterfactual error

correction. The conjectured hashing inequality concerning one-way entanglement distilla-

tion D! implies the Shannon formula for capacity of noisy quantum channels. In general

in entanglement distillation theory of bipartite systems some natural thermodynamical

analogies occur. In particular the process of sending qubits corresponds to work and

conservation of information in some bipartite LOCC systems can be shown.

The idea of entanglement distillation can be generalized to the multiparticle case.

However there is ambiguity in de�nition of entanglement distillation which can not be

a number in the case of more than two particles. So far the only known way to get

nonzero asymptotic rate one it the indirect multiparticle distillation step distilling entan-

glement bipartite between di�erent parties of m-particle system, followed by distribution

of m particle entanglement by teleportation. However the direct multiparticle distillation

procedures serving as initial on intermediate steps have been found. The existence of

multiparticle bound entanglement allowed for revealing the most striking nonadditivity of

quantum resources: asymptotic activation and superactivation. It also allows for remote

concentration of quantum information within LOCC paradigm.

Finally it follows under the consideration that within the framework of quantum in-

formation theory there are many open problems concerning entanglement distillation and

bound entanglement. Some of them are

(i) The NPT bound entanglement problem - it is important because of potential im-

plications on entanglement measures and quantum channels theory. The related problem

is to fully characterize the set of BE states;

(ii) The hashing inequality question - if the inequality were true we would have Shan-

non noisy coding formula. It would also prove the inequality between entanglement of

distillation and information losses in the case of pure states ensembles;

(iii) Calculation explicitlyD for mixed states. This is a very diÆcult technical question

but important for practical reasons;

(iv) Find relation between entanglement distillation (and, in particular bound entan-

glement) to nonlocality and Bell inequalities.

There are many questions about distillation of entanglement in CV domain like the

need of quantifying entanglement which is distilled. In general �nding of practical, eÆcient

distillation scheme in either of CV or discrete systems is one of the fundamental open

questions. In particular the further research towards eÆcient experimental implementation
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of those parts of an entanglement distillation protocol which involve gates operating on

more than one system (like XOR gate) seems to be desirable. In fact the only distillation

protocol which is known to be universal for two qubit case involves just (i) XOR gate

and (ii) local �ltering operation. Both recent experiment implementing local �ltering

method in single copy distillation and the proposal of feasible implementation of XOR gate

with help of linear quantum optics allow to hope for further experimental development of

entanglement distillation idea.
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